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Abstract
Wireless Sensor Networks must be designed keeping fault tolerance in view
and must deliver its intended performance even though faults occur in
individual nodes and/or in the network. Since the management of Wireless
Sensor Network is significantly different from the traditional data
management network, fault detection is vital for fault tolerance and detecting a
failure and its origin will help to recover the nodes that use the shortest path
containing the failed node as an intermediate node. Faults occur frequently in
WSNs thereby causing changes in the network topology and making the
calculated shortest paths obsolete. Therefore, identifying a faulty node and
route maintenance enhances the network lifetime. In this paper, the ACORP
proposed earlier is further extended with fault identification mechanism (FTACORP) based on the correlation coefficient technique and inbuilt
redundancy and fault tolerant features of ACO. The extended ACORP (FTACORP) is simulated in Network Simulator version 2 (NS2) with NRL
Extensions for Wireless Sensor Network architecture in terms of packet delay,
packet delivery ratio, packet drop and energy consumption etc. The results
show that proposed FT-ACORP is better than existing Adhoc On demand
Distance Vector routing protocol and Self Healing Routing Protocol.
Keywords: Ant Colony Optimization, Fault Tolerance, Network Lifetime,
Wireless Sensor Network.

1. INTRODUCTION
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) must be designed keeping fault tolerance in view
and must deliver its intended performance even though faults occur in individual
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nodes and/or in the network. Since the management of WSN is significantly different
from the traditional data management network, fault detection is vital for fault
tolerance and detecting a failure and its origin will help to recover the nodes that use
the shortest path containing the failed node as an intermediate node.
Since WSNs are generally deployed in unattended and harsh environments, selfhealing is required to heal themselves from the observed faults. Self-healing in WSN
is required to maintain the normal state, detect the failure and recovery. Self-healing
is the concept similar to how biological system heals a wound [1]. Self-healing
empowers a system in identifying faults, understanding that the system is not
functioning properly and to take necessary steps to restore it to normalcy without
human intervention. Therefore, Self-Healing is similar to fault tolerance mechanisms
[1].
Failures are likely to occur during the operation of WSNs since WSN has limited
power and mostly deployed in unattended environments [2]. There are several kinds
of faults Viz. Hardware Faults, Software Faults including application, middleware and
communication link failures that affect the normal functioning of SN leading to
erroneous data to be delivered to BS [3]. A fault is a defect leading a system to an
incorrect state. Faults in the WSN occur due to insufficient energy in the SN,
hardware and software crashes etc. Nodes in WSN are likely to fail. Failure is a
deviation in the actual functioning of the system from the expected performance.
Faults are likely to occur at different levels starting from node level to sink level to
the application level. The failures that are observed at the nodes are malfunctioning of
hardware components such as processes, memory and transceiver electronics etc. The
depletion of the energy of a power source of a SN is one more factor which causes a
SN to fail abruptly. The reliability of sensor circuits also plays a dominating role in
the functioning of SN. Failure of a sensor affects the accuracy of observed
phenomenon value. Network level failures, most often occur due to frequent
communication link failures between the SNs. Sink failure is a single point failure,
which has to be addressed utmost priority. Application level failures include the
software malfunctioning at middleware and at the application level, WAN
connectivity failures between the sink and application server.

1.1. Fault detection and management
Fault tolerance is an ability to monitor and control to promise the best performance of
the WSN over a period of time in the presence of node failures [4]. Fault Tolerance
provides reliability and survivability and promises to deliver the desired performance.
Fault tolerance can be achieved by two methods: Fault Detection and Fault Recovery.
Fault Detection can be performed by self-diagnosis such as measuring the current
battery power available at a particular moment of time. Cooperative Diagnosis is one
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more method for fault detection in which nodes cooperatively exchange information
to find out failures like communication link failures. Fault recovery is mainly
achieved by using the redundant components, multipath routing etc. To assure
network connectivity, the failure SNs should be identified and proper measures are to
be taken.
Since WSNs are distributed in nature, centralized fault detection mechanisms don't
suit and the fault detection is equally distributed to all the SNs of WSN. Different
fault detection methods in distributed approach are Node self-detection method,
Neighbor coordination method and Hierarchical or Clustering approach.

2. PROPOSED FTACORP
In the earlier proposed Ant Colony Optimization based Routing Protocol (ACORP)
for maximizing the network lifetime, the routes are computed by using Forward ants
(FANTs) and Backward ants (BANTs) across the network to obtain knowledge of
current network topology while traveling from the randomly chosen source Sensor
Node (SN) to destination SN [5]. FANT collects all the information in the form of
metrics for further processing at source SN. FANTs will be converted into BANTs
once they reach the destination SN and update the information of each node data
structure. In ACORP, the Residual Energy and Hop Count values are updated at each
node data structure. On returning from the destination, BANT at the source computes
shortest paths based on both Residual Energy and Hop Count.
Though ACORP performs better than Self Healing Routing Protocol (SHRP) [6],
ACORP can’t handle failures. ACORP doesn’t contain any fault tolerance capability
to increase the WSN lifetime. When the SN residual energy falls below a predefined
value, then it sends error information to the source to take an alternative measure. But
ACORP is not handling any node failures. In order to avoid the limitations of
ACORP and to provide self-healing capabilities to WSNs for increasing the WSN
lifetime, ACORP is extended with fault tolerance capability.
In this proposed Fault Tolerant ACORP (FTACORP), failure of a SN is estimated
using the correlation coefficient and the information is flooded across the network to
intimate the other SNs about the node’s failure and take corrective action. The source
SN takes corrective action after receiving the failure notification by using second best
alternative path available with it. The Fault Detection mechanism is invoked when the
Packet Delivery Ratio is decreased below a threshold value.

2.1 FTACORP Overview
Fault Tolerant ACORP considers the failures of sensor nodes and performs fault
detection and route recovery in order to minimize the impact of sensor node failures
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on the performance of the WSN. In the proposed FTACORP, the routing paths are
explored after the WSN is deployed and an optimal routing path having minimum hop
count and maximum residual energy is established between source and destination
using already proposed protocol ACORP. In FTACORP, Data transmission takes
place via the optimal routing path and the network performance is observed in terms
of packet drop, average packet delay, energy consumption and packet delivery ratio.
When the packet delivery ratio is less than a threshold value, self-healing takes place
without reconfiguring the network in the form of updating routing tables and finding
alternate best shortest paths between source and sink. The inherent characteristic of
ACORP is that while ACORP computes the optimal shortest paths between source
and sink, it automatically collects information about the all sub-optimal shortest paths
that exist between source and sink. FTACORP performs fault detection and uses the
next best sub-optimal shortest path computed by ACORP for routing the information
between source and sink. The overview of the proposed FTACORP is shown in
Figure 2.1
For detection of failures, correlation techniques are used in this work to calculate the
correlation between two sensor signals. Correlation enumerates the extent to which
two quantitative variables, P and Q, “go together.” The correlation feature between
two random variables or the pairs of sensor signals is used as metric for fault
detection.

2.2 Correlation for Fault Detection
Mathematically, the correlation between two variables can be described as [7]

C P ,Q  
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In Equation 1, M (P) is computed by taking the mean of the random variable P or
sensor signal P, M (Q) is computed by taking the mean of the random variable Q or
sensor signal Q and M (P, Q) is computed by taking the mean of the random variable
PQ or sensor signal PQ. The Correlation C(P,Q) varies between the values -1 to 1.

2.3 Threshold Value of Packet Delivery Ratio
The Fault detection algorithm is scheduled once the packet delivery ratio reduces
below the threshold value ΔTh. When the current packet delivery ratio, PDR c is above
the ΔTh, there is unlikely a failure node in the Network. When the packet delivery
ratio, PDRc drops below the ΔTh, then the failure detection algorithm is executed by
the nodes to determine the existence of faulty nodes in the network so that an alternate
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next best path calculated by ACORP is used for forwarding of the packets from
source to destination. In summary, no failure is assumed when PDRc ≥ ΔTh and it is
assumed that there

Figure 2.1 FTACORP overview

is likely a failure If
Equation 2.

PDRc< ΔTh. The threshold value ΔTh is computed using

ΔTh = αc*PDRc

(2)

where the value of α is constant between 0 and 1 and PDRc = Current Packet
Delivery Ratio at time ti. As PDRc changes with time, it is re-estimated at frequent
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intervals of time t1, t2, t3 so on and so forth. The Value of α is calculated using
Equation 3.
αc = H*α1+ (1-H) *α2

(3)

where H is 0 ≤ H ≤ 1 and α1, α2 are values of α at time Ti-1, Ti-2. The failure
detection mechanism is executed when PDR is below ΔTh. H is chosen initially 0.7
for the simulation of FT-ACORP.

3. SIMULATION OF FT-ACORP
Simulation of FT-ACORP is done in NS2 with NRL extensions [8]. Simulation is
performed by configuring the network and running the simulation using Tcl scripts.
During the configuration of the network, a network is constructed with initial queue of
events which are executed in a time frame. The simulation is performed by executing
the “ns” command. The network configuration parameters for the simulation of FTACORP are described in Table 3.1. The FTACORP results are compared with
ACORP in terms of Packet Delivery Ratio, End-to-End Delay, Packet drop and
Energy Consumption by changing the data rate. In this simulation, the failures of SNs
are also considered and are simulated during the data transfer in the WSN.

Table 3.1 Simulation Parameters for FT-ACORP
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Configuration of Simulation: Tcl script is formulated to create 100 sensor nodes,
establish IEEE 802.11 wireless communication links between sensor nodes, create
TCP agent and attach a CBR traffic to the TCP agent. Events are created to generate
CBR traffic at each SN. A trace file “out.tr” is defined to capture the simulated data
generated by executing the events at sensor nodes.

Running Simulation: This phase begins the simulation based on the network
configuration as defined above. Simulation clock is set for 600 seconds and events
are executed chronologically. Simulation runs until the simulation clock reaches 600
seconds. The snapshot of “Nam” animator while running the simulation is shown in
Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1 Snapshot of NAM animator during FTACORP simulation
Analysis of simulation results: Trace file “out.tr” captures the parameters of packet
flows while simulation executes the Tcl script configuration file. The required
parameters Viz. The time at which the packet is sent, the time at which the packet is
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received, the type of packet (sent, received, dropped), the amount of energy
consumed for transmission of packets etc., from the trace file is extracted using
“awk” filter. Figure 3.2 shows a snapshot of the trace file generated after FTACORP
simulation.

Figure 3.2 Snapshot of FT-ACORP trace file generated after simulation
4. SIMULATION RESULTS
The ACORP does not include Fault Detection and Recovery Mechanism whereas
FTACORP uses Fault Detection and Recovery Mechanism to handle sensor node
failures so as to enhance the network lifetime. FTACORP is compared against
ACORP by varying data rate from 100 to 250 kbps.

4.1 Comparison of ACORP and FT-ACORP
Figure 4.1 shows the results obtained by simulating FT-ACORP in terms of Packet
Drop, Packet Delivery Ratio, Packet Delay and Energy Consumption and is compared
with ACORP on the basis of the variable data rate. It is to be observed that node
failures due to energy depletion of SNs are considered in the simulation of
FTACORP.
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(d)

Figure 4.1 FTACORP Vs ACORP based on Data rate

With the increase in data rate, the total number of transmitting packets increases,
causing SNs to deplete energy quickly, which results in an increase in node failure
rate. However, FTACORP efficiently handles node failure rate than ACORP due to its
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capability of fault detection and recovery. Therefore, the packet drop of FTACORP is
lower than ACORP.
The energy consumption in FTACORP is much lower than ACORP as
retransmissions of packets due to packet loss caused by failures of SNs are minimized
and it can be concluded that FTACORP is energy efficient than ACORP and hence
increases the network lifetime.
The packet delivery ratio in the case of FTACORP is higher than ACORP since faults
are identified much earlier and fault recovery mechanism is initiated by a source node
so that data is routed in alternative best paths computed by ACORP. The simulation
results show that the packet delivery ratio of FTACORP is better than ACORP even
though the data rate increases.
As the data rate increases, the energy depletion in SNs cause nodes to fail thereby
increases packet delay. There is no mechanism to handle this situation in ACORP
though alternate routes are available at each SNs, failure detection mechanism is not
available at SNs. The fault tolerance feature of FTACORP reduces the packet delay
by providing alternative shortest paths quickly to restore routes between SNs.

4.2 Comparison of FT-ACORP and SHRP
Figure 4.2 shows the simulation results of FT-ACORP in terms of the packet delivery
ratio, packet drop, energy consumption and packet delay in comparison with SHRP on
the basis of a number of failed nodes. The number of failed nodes is varied from 5 to
25. The simulation results from Figure 4.2 are evident that FTACORP is handling
failures better than SHRP in order to improve the packet delivery ratio at minimum
energy consumption.

4.3 Comparison of FT-ACORP with SHRP and AODV
The performance of the FT-ACORP in terms of the packet delivery ratio, packet drop,
energy consumption and packet delay is compared with SHRP and AODV on the
basis of varying Number of SNs and transmission range. The summary of
performance evaluation of FTACORP, when compared with SHRP and AODV, is
outlined below.

4.3.1 Varying Number of Nodes
The different scenarios are simulated for a time period of 600sec by varying number
of nodes between 50 to 200 and the performance evaluation metrics are obtained.
Figure 4.3 depicts the simulation results of the comparison of FTACORP, SHRP and
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AODV based on the number of Nodes. As the number of nodes increases, a total
number of packets in the network and number of hops between source and sink
increases.

(a)

(c)
Figure 4.2

(b)

(d)

FTACORP Vs SHRP based on number of failed nodes

Besides, as the simulation progresses, some SNs may fail due to depletion of energy.
The packet drop of FTACORP is much lower than SHRP and AODV because
FTACORP handles failures of SNs effectively and efficiently than SHRP and AODV
by utilizing fault detection and recovery mechanism using the inherent fault-tolerant
nature of ACO. Similarly, the simulation results show that the performance of
FTACORP is superior when compared with AODV and SHRP in terms of delay,
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delivery ratio, drop and energy consumption. As evident from the results shown in
Figure 4.3 the FTACORP has lower packet delay and high packet delivery ratio as
the number of nodes are increasing, it can be implied that the proposed protocol
FTACORP is scalable.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 4.3 Comparison of FTACORP, SHRP, AODV based on number of Nodes

4.3.2 Varying Transmission Range
The different scenarios are simulated by changing the transmission range between 250
and 400 m for 50 nodes and the performance evaluation metrics are obtained. Figure
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4.4 depicts the simulation results of the comparison of FTACORP, SHRP and AODV
based on Transmission range.
From Figure 4.4, it can be understood that the packet drop of proposed fault tolerant
FTACORP is less than the existing AODV and SHRP technique. As the transmission
range increases, the number of nodes within the vicinity of a SN increases, thereby,
the degree of connectivity of SNs increases. As the time progresses the packet
delivery ratio decreases due to the failure of SNs. FTACORP circumvents this
situation by detecting the failed node and recovering the failure by intimating the
source node. Then the source SN uses the next optimal path computed based on
residual energy and number of hops, which is available at source node data structures.
Hence, the packet drop in FTACORP is lower than AODV and SHRP.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.4 Comparison of FTACORP, SHRP, AODV based on Tx range
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Similarly, the delivery ratio of FTACORP is higher than AODV and SHRP; the
packet drop of FTACORP is lower than AODV and SHRP. However, it is observed in
Figure 4.4 (a) & (b) the packet drop of FTACORP is increasing and packet delivery
ratio of FTACORP is decreasing after transmission range 350m because as the
transmission range increases, the power required to transmit a message also increases.
Hence, SNs fail due to depletion of energy. Based on the above facts, it can be
similarly implied that the energy consumption of FTACORP is lower than AODV and
SHRP.

5. CONCLUSION
Though ACORP considers dynamically changing network topology while computing
the optimal paths, it did not consider the failures of SN which decrease the lifetime of
the network and packet delivery ratio as well. Thus, in this work, ACORP is
augmented with fault tolerance capability (FTACORP) by performing fault detection
using correlation coefficient. The inherent characteristics of ACO enable computation
of multiple optimal paths with increasing cost metrics. Therefore, the second best
optimal path can be selected at the source in case of a SN failure that is part of the
first optimal path. This scheme results in quicker restoration of the optimal routing
path. The fault detection algorithm is invoked when the packet delivery ratio is less
than the threshold value. FTACORP is simulated and results are observed, followed
by a comparison of FTACORP with SHRP and AODV. It is evident that FTACORP
maximizes network lifetime better than SHRP and AODV. The efficiency of
FTACORP is examined here in terms of Packet Drop, PDR, Energy Consumption and
Packet Delay. The results showed that FTACORP forwards the data using an optimal
routing path and achieves a high packet delivery ratio and low delay.
From the
simulation results, it is concluded that the proposed Fault Tolerant Ant-based routing
(FTACORP) reduces the Packet Delay and Energy Consumption while increasing the
PDR. Therefore, WSN lifetime increases with the decrease in energy consumption of
Sensor Nodes (SNs).
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